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Abstract—To enhance the starting ability was one of the most
serious issues in air propulsion system. In the present work, an
adaptive slot control method was proposed to expand the
working range of hypersonic inlets to a lower Mach number with
weak losses, which was beneficial for engineering applications.
Simulation results indicated that the starting Mach number can
be decreased from 3.2 to 3.0 with five parallel slots at a width of
4mm. The flow inside the slot channel was self-driven due to the
pressure gradient across of the separation shock. In case that the
inlet was restart, the slot channel flow would be strongly
suppressed.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The starting characteristics of hypersonic inlets directly
determine the operational range of the propulsion system, and
highly affect the flight safety. The capability of easy selfrestarting during accidental unstart is hence a worldwide
research interest. For most hypersonic inlet unstart, the
shock/boundary-layer interaction leads to the generation of
separation bubbles along the wedge surface near the cowl lip,
which narrows the actual flow path of the inlet [1]. And as a
consequence, the mass flow ratio and the total pressure
recovery of the inlet decrease significantly, resulting in a
performance deterioration of the propulsion system. Xie had
developed a flow-based method to predict the self-starting limit
of two-dimensional hypersonic inlets, in which the migration of
the separation bubble was considered [2].
To minimize the influence of inlet unstart, many selfrestarting approaches have been suggested. Variable geometry
was one of the efficient ways to expand the operation range of
hypersonic inlets. By rotating the cowl lip at off-design points,
Jin successfully reduced the starting Mach number to 3.5 for a
hypersonic inlet designed at Mach 6 [3]. Falempin investigated a
combined variable inlet/combustor cowl which could adapt the
contraction ratio to the flight conditions from Mach 2 to 8 [4].
Zhang proposed a moveable slot-plate control method to solve
hypersonic inlet unstart [5]. For fixed geometries, Schulte
implemented a boundary layer bleed system to decrease the
interaction between shock wave and boundary layer [6, 7]. The
bleeding air in the boundary layer forced the airflow to deflect
outwards, generating a series of compression waves which
eventually affected the incident shock and promoted the inlet
starting. Similar techniques can also be found in [8-13]. Yuan
presented a reverse suction method to analyze its influence on

the self-starting ability [14, 15]. Nevertheless, the bleed or suction
system utilized by them complicated the whole structure of the
inlet and caused mass loss. Li proposed a pulse-starting method
to promote the inlet starting capability, in which a fairing was
used before the engine was brought to a certain speed [16]. The
drawback however lies in the weight increment of the fairing
and the need of an additional propulsion system. In order to
control inlet flow separation, the Magneto-hydrodynamic
technique (MHD) was adopted in some applications. By
introducing plasma ahead of the separation bubble, the flow
velocity inside the boundary layer can be controlled by MHD
[17-19]
. The momentum of the boundary layer flow can hence be
adjusted to change the bubble size and location, which further
affected the inlet starting feature. The control efficiency of
MHD actually depends highly on flight speed. To achieve
similar control efficiency, more electric energy was required at
higher speed.
The above mentioned methods all performed nicely in inlet
restarting. However, either complex geometry structure, or
dramatic weight increment, or obvious energy loss limited their
practical applications. How to achieve higher restart capability
with lower effort is still an open question. Wang recently
proposed a fluidic control method for improving the selfstarting ability of hypersonic inlets [20]. This was an advisable
approach, but the entrance and exit of the backflow duct they
applied was vertical to the incoming flow, which would lead to
obvious inlet performance reduction. In the present work, an
improved method with series of adaptive slots was proposed to
improve the inlet starting characteristics. This method is easy to
actualize and does not cause weight increment since the
pressure difference inside the inlet will generate circulation
flow automatically.
II.

NUMERICAL METHOD AND SETUPS

A. Numerical Tool
The numerical tool utilized in the present work was the
commercial software Ansys Fluent V14.0. A series of twodimensional numerical simulations were carried out based on
the compressible Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations
as in the following form, in which ρ, p, t, e indicate density,
pressure, time, and internal energy, respectively, u, S, q are
velocity, stress tensor, and heat flux, respectively.
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reflections was obtained, where the separation bubble was
swallowed by the inlet. Therefore, the starting Mach number of
the base hypersonic inlet was determined as 3.2.
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To solve the momentum equations, the two-equation SST
(shear-stress transport) k-ω turbulence model was used for the
turbulent viscosity term. The flux term was solved with RoeFDS (Roe flux-difference splitting) scheme. The 1st order
upwind scheme was adopted to discretize the equations
spatially in order to get a stable initial flow field firstly, and the
2nd order upwind scheme was used afterwards to accurate the
flow.
B. Hypersonic Inlet Model
For the present study, a base hypersonic inlet was designed
at Mach 5 and altitude of 23km, the external compression part
of which was composed of a wedge surface and an isentropic
compression surface. The height of the inlet was 250mm, the
throat height was 71.35mm, and the internal compression ratio
was 1.32. A series of parallel adaptive slots were arranged on
the isentropic compression surface with an injection angle of
45 degree. The slot depth was designed as 15mm, and the
distance between each two slots was 50mm, as shown in Fig. 1.
The slot width was set as 4mm. Pressure-far-field was set for
both inflow and surrounding faces, whereas pressure-outlet was
set as the exit boundary condition for both slots and the entire
inlet model. A structured grid with a total number of 0.4
million was used for the current two-dimensional geometry.
Grid refinement was applied near the surface wall (y+=2),
especially near the slots to capture the flow feature more
accurately.

45°

FIGURE I. HYPERSONIC INLET MODEL

III.

STARTING CAPABILITY

A. Inlet without Slots
To determine the starting capability of the base hypersonic
inlet, a series of simulations were conducted at Mach number
2.7, 2.8, 2.9, 3.0, 3.1 and 3.2, as shown in Fig. 2. Obviously,
the inlet remained unstart below Mach 3.2. Within the unstart
regime, a large separation bubble was generated near the cowl
lip on the lower surface, which hence resulted in a strong
separation shock there. Meanwhile, a narrowed gaseous throat
can be observed near the cowl lip, which decreased the flow
speed to only sonic level. In addition, a weak shock train inside
the inlet was generated, forcing the upper boundary layer to
separate as well. For any Mach number not larger than 3.1, the
unstart phenomena of the inlet were quite similar. Up to Ma∞
=3.2, however, a starting flow field with clear shock wave

Ma =2.7

Ma =2.8

Ma =2.9

Ma =3.0

Ma =3.1

Ma =3.2

FIGURE II. PERFORMANCE OF THE INLET WITHOUT SLOTS

B. Inlet with Slots
The five adaptive slots were arranged on the external
compression surface to improve the starting characteristics of
the base hypersonic inlet, as shown in Fig. 3. In order to
achieve a better control efficiency, the middle slot was
arranged at the location of the separation shock. The two
downstream slots were built within the separation bubble,
whereas the two upstream slots were forehead of the separation
bubble. At Ma ∞ =2.7, the inlet was unstart, with a large
separation bubble developed on the lower surface. A similar
shock train as that in Fig. 5 can be detected within the internal
part of the inlet. Outside the cowl lip, however, a series of
compression waves due to the existence of slots were generated,
mixing with the separation shock. And the flow speed
remained all subsonic inside the slot channels. These flow
phenomena were similar at Ma ∞ =2.8. Nevertheless, with
increasing Mach number to 2.9, the separation bubble moved
backwards slightly, covering only two downstream slots. This
separation bubble was further swallowed by the inlet at higher
Mach number 3.0, resulting in a restarting flow field where
clear shock reflections were already formed within the inlet.

FIGURE III. PERFORMANCE OF THE INLET WITH SLOTS
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With the application of adaptive slots, a significant
improvement of inlet starting capability was obtained, in which
the starting Mach number decreased from 3.2 to 3.0. The flow
inside the slot channels was self-driven due to pressure gradient.
High pressure gas in the separation bubble with low kinetic
energy was sucked into the two downstream slots, and was then
injected from the upstream slots back into the flow with a
higher velocity. This actually had two positive effects on the
starting capability. Firstly, the separation region shrunk due to
the suction of downstream slots. The actual effective throat
area was hence enlarged, promoting the inlet restarting.
Secondly, the flow injection from the upstream slots led to the
formation of compression waves, which tended to discharge
more mass flow out of the inlet and promoted the inlet
restarting as well. The flow structure of the inlet with adaptive
slots was provided in Fig. 4. It should be emphasized that, as a
self-adaptive method, the suction and injection flow rate was
self-controlled. With decreasing size of the separation bubble
during restarting process, the strength of the separation shock
weakened accordingly. Thus, the pressure gradient inside the
slot system reduced as a result, which also meant a lower flow
rate.

at the current time, whereas the upstream two slots were
already exposed to high speed incoming flow. The size,
especially the length of the separation bubble was significantly
decreased. To t3, the bubble size was even decreasing, leading
to a throat area sufficient for all captured incoming flow. The
inlet was thus restarted, where all five adaptive slots were
forehead of the separation shock.
The unsteady process aforementioned actually indicated
two important things. Firstly, the main positive effect of slots
on inlet starting capability lied on the bubble size decreasing.
Once an actual throat area sufficient for the captured incoming
flow was obtained, the inlet would restart. Secondly, these slots
were all self-adaptive according to the location of the
separation shock. The pressure gradient before and after the
separation shock led to automatic gaseous suction or injection.
Therefore, no more accessary system was required, which is
also one of the dominant advantages of the current proposed
method.

FIGURE IV. INLET FLOW CHARACTERISTICS

The fundamental physical mechanism of adaptive slots was
the pressure gradient within different slots which promoted the
channel flow. The arrangement of the slots covered across the
separation shock ahead of the separation bubble, which
generated higher pressure within the bubble zone in
downstream slots, whereas the pressure in upstream slots was
relatively lower. It should be emphasized that the pressure
difference was self-adapted depending on the location and
strength of the separation shock. For inlet restarting, the
channel flow would be significantly suppressed due to absence
of the separation bubble.
C. Unsteady Feature
An unsteady simulation was conducted in this section to
analyze the physical mechanism of the adaptive slots. Five slots
with width d=4mm were selected for the current analysis at Ma
∞=3.0. The flow contours of the inlet at three time instants were
shown in Fig. 5, associated with zoomed in views. At t1, the
five slots were all covered by low energy region, where the
separation shock was generated ahead of the slots. The
separation bubble was nearly half of the throat height at this
time. Regarding to the streamlines, the two downstream slots
sucked in some low energy gas, whereas injecting from the two
upstream slots, forming a circulation flow. With increasing
time to t2, the separation bubble moved backwards, the
separation shock of which was located near the third slot. The
downstream three slots were still within the low energy region

FIGURE V. INLET UNSTEADY FEATURE

IV.

DISCUSSION

Adaptive slots showed a nice efficiency on promoting the
starting characteristics of hypersonic inlets. By carefully
arranging the location of slots, a self-driven circulation flow
could be generated within the channel once the inlet was
unstarting. Furthermore, this circulation flow was self-adaptive
at different Mach numbers. In case of inlet restarting, this flow
behavior would be terminated due to weak driven pressure
gradient.
From the above analysis, two dominant advantages of
adaptive slots can be addressed. Firstly, no additional weight:
This method requires no external structures or facilities to drive
the flow. Secondly, no mass loss: Gases sucked into the
downstream slots from the separation bubble with high
pressure and low kinetic energy, were injected back into the
flow from the upstream slots. One more important feature for
this method is that the starting Mach number keeps nearly the
same for the investigated three different slot widths, i.e. no
significant influence of slot width on the starting capability.
Furthermore, by reducing the slot number from five to three,
the starting feature also remains similar. That is to say, the
dependence of the inlet starting characteristics on either slot
width or slot number is weak. Once the location of the
separation bubble is identified, one single slot within the
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bubble and the other slot ahead of the bubble would be
sufficient as well as efficient. This would be an interesting and
also important finding for the simple adaptive slot method.
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